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ABSTRACT
Objective: Preparation of novel, safe, and low-cost composite by addition of graphene oxide (GO) to polyvinylpyrrolidone-acrylic acid composite
(PVP-AAc) to remove the doxycycline hydrochloride (D) from polluted aquatic environment.

Methods: Different concentrations of D were used to study the adsorption process of the antibiotic on the surface of GO/(PVP-AAc) hydrogel
composite. The aquatic solution of D was used for studying the adsorption process through a series of different experiments to determine the
contact time, adsorbate amount, appropriate temperature, the preferred pH, ionic strength, adsorption kinetics and isotherms on the adsorbent
surface of GO/PVP-AAc composite. Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy and Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM)
were used to detect the structure, functional groups and surface morphology of the composite before and after D adsorption.

Results: Doxycycline is adsorb on the surface of GO/PVP-AAc hydrogel composite through by physical interactions. The adsorption kinetics
correlated to the pseudo-second-order model, contact time studies of D equal to 180 min and the high R2 value of 0.98 indicates that Langmuir
isotherm model better fitted to the data for the removal of D at 15 °C. The results of thermodynamic parameters show that the nature of the
adsorption process is physical, exothermic, orderly and spontaneous. The adsorption capacity of D favors the acidic media. When NaCl is added to
the solution, the adsorption capacity of D will increase.
Conclusion: Graphene oxide/PVP-AAc composite is a novel, worthy and efficient adsorbent for the removal of the doxycycline polluted the water
because of its low cost, hydrophilic properties, large surface area and special structure that give impressive dispersible activity in aquatic solutions.
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INTRODUCTION
Antibiotic's invention really enhanced our ability to manage and
inhibit many of diseases. Nevertheless, antibiotics misuse can lead to
deficit in immunity and reliable toxic side effects [1, 2].

Doxycycline hydrochloride (D) belongs to the group of antibiotics
known as tetracycline [2-4], from the second generation and has
twice the effectiveness of tetracycline [5]. Structure of D consist of
the quadri-ring core with dimethyl amino group attached at the
forth carbon on the top location of the molecule [6]. Besides its antimicrobial activity, new remarks have shown that D has a cytotoxic
activity on malignancy cells [7]. However, D could cause probable
ecological threats on non-target living things in the environment due
to its high biological activity [7, 8]. There are four common ways in
which the environment is contaminated with antibiotics: synthesis
and production of antibiotics, sewerage, ground use of municipal bio
solids and unsuitable discard of unused or out of date drugs [1].
Doxycycline used widely in veterinary and became essential in food
industry of the growing animals [9]. Because of imperfect absorption
and metabolism of doxycycline and their metabolites may be
discharged into the environment via animals dungs and human
byproducts [1].
Antibiotic contamination indicates a possible hazard to human
wellness, so the elimination of antibiotics is of unlimited worth [10].
Many methods used to eliminate D from wastewaters, e. g.,
treatment by adsorption process, microbial dissolution, separation
using membrane, oxidation reaction, and treatment using activated
sewage [11-14]. The removal of D by adsorption treatment method
has been rated a favorable method due to its easy design, work
simply, somewhat low price and comparatively lower quantities of
poisonous byproducts [15]. Numerous adsorbents, comprising
grapheme [16], carbon nanotubes, activated carbon, kaolinite and

montmorillonite, have been detected for the elimination of D from
aquatic media [17-19].

Graphene oxide (GO), recently consider the most prevalent carbon
substance, consist of a dual-dimensional leaf-like carbon body and poses
many carboxyl, epoxy and hydroxyl groups spreads indiscriminately on
its edges and surfaces. These characteristics convey impressive
dispersible activity in aquatic solutions, bonding of hydrogen, cationic
bond interactions with adsorbate, besides a big specific surface area, and
exclusive properties including mechanical and physic-chemical [20].

Graphene oxide and its composites have been applied in the removal
of many substances like Hg2+, tetracycline, and dyes [21, 22]. In this
work, GO was added to polyvinylpyrrolidone/acrylic acid composite
(PVP-AAc) hydrogel in order to lower the nanotoxicity of GO and
decreased the pore size [23]. For these reasons GO/PVP-AAc
hydrogel composite was used as adsorbent for removing D from the
aqueous media, where adsorbent process and also some parameters
associated with that removal studied such as:, temperature effect,
pH, contact time, ionic strength, adsorption isotherm and kinetics.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemical agents
Doxycycline hydrochloride ≥95 % and natural graphite powders was
purchased from sigma (Germany). Calcium carbonate, Potassium
chloride (analytical grade) and Sodium chloride were purchased
from (BDH, Chemicals, England). Sodium hydroxide was supplied
from (Fluka, Germany). Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), acrylic acid
(AAc), potassium persulfate (KPS) and N, N-methylene bisacrylamide (MBA) were purchased from (BDH, Chemicals, England).
Concentrated sulfuric acid, hydrogen peroxide (30%), Potassium
permanganate, hydrochloric acid (99% purity), sodium nitrate were
supplied from (Supelco, Germany). In this study, chemical materials
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were used as received without additional purification and deionized
water was used for the preparation of all experimental solutions.

Q e: quantity absorbate of a material (mg/g),

Synthesis of (PVP / AAc) hydrogel require many steps; begin with
the preparation of solutions that needed for the synthesis of
hydrogel. In ultrasonic bath, the PVP in concentration of (4 % w/v),
and AAc in concentration of (8 % w/v) were dissolved in distilled
water, after that (20%) and (80%) of PVP and AAc were mixed,
respectively. Then mixture of PVP and AAC were moved well using a
steel stirrer, and then MBA (0.20 mol / L) was added as cross-linking
agent, during this time KSP (0.0361 mol / L) was added as a initiator
agent. The mixture then putted in test tube synthesizes from a
polyethylene, in which the nitrogen gas passed to it for about 15
minutes. After that, the temperature of the prepared mixture
gradually increases from 45 to 65 ° C using hot water bath. The
increasing of the temperature was done as follows: one hour (45 °
C), two hours for each 55 and 65 ° C. The resulted hydrogel placed in
cool room and then removed from the tubes and cut into small
particles of about 6mm long. After that, they are washed for a week
using ethanol and distilled water to eliminate all non-reactive
monomers, then they are dried at 25 ° C, and later dried at 50 to 60 °
C using an electric oven till a constant weight is achieved[15]. The
same method that used to prepare the (PVP / AAc) hydrogel was
used to make the GO/PVP-AAc hydrogel composite, but with the
adding of (0.8% w/v) of GO in ratio (1:10) to the mixture.

C e: equilibrium concentration of D (mg/l) and

Preparation of (PVP/AAc) hydrogel and GO/PVP-AAc hydrogel
composite

Adsorption studies

Different concentrations of D were used for studying the adsorption
process of the tested drug on the adsorbent surface of GO/ PVP-AAc
composite. Aquatic solution of D was used for studying the
adsorption process through a series of variable tests to investigate
the contact time, adsorbate amount, appropriate temperature, the
preferable pH, ionic strength, adsorption kinetics and isotherms on
the adsorbent surface of GO/PVP-AAc composite.

In this work, 10 ml of the aqueous solution of D used with 500 mg of
adsorbent surface, putted in the shaking system in order to get the
biggest adsorbate amount of tested drug. Visible ultraviolet
radiation was used for calculating the concentrations of D. The
following mathematical equation used to calculate the quantity of
material absorbed on the adsorbent surface:
Where:

Qe=

V sol (Co–C e)
m

V sol: total solution volume of the absorbed substance (L),

Co: initial concentration of D (mg/l),

m: weight of the absorbed material (mass of the adsorbent) (g) [24,
25].

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and Field-Emission
Scanning electron microscopy

Description of the chemical composition of the GO/(PVP-AAc)
composite using (Shimadzu 8400S, Japan) FT-IR spectroscopy to
inspect the structure and functional groups of the composite before
and after D adsorption. Spectra of solids recorded using KBr in the
range (400-4000) cm-1. The FESEM type (Tescan MIRA3, Germany)
was used for studying the surface morphology of the composite
before and after D adsorption [26].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Description of GO/(PVP-AAc) composite before and after
doxycycline adsorption
The FT-IR spectrometer investigation (fig. 1) displays the
characteristic representative functional groups of GO/PVP-AAc: O-H
(3440, 1400 cm-1), C-H (1452, 2890 cm-1), N-H (1452, 3440 cm-1), CO (1560 cm-1), C=O (1650, 1721 cm-1). After adsorption of D on the
composite, there is a change in FT-IR readings that recorded: O-H
(3445, 1390 cm-1), C-H (1430, 2930 cm-1), N-H (1430, 3445 cm-1), CO (1690 cm-1), C=O (1640, 1690 cm-1) [15, 26].
Studies based on FE-SEM displays many benefits such as high
resolution with focusing ability, measure micromechanical and
structural properties as well as accuracy in the imaging. Thus
GO/PVP/AAc composite surface morphology was studied using this
instrument. The pictures were took under reduced pressure after
coated the composite with a thin layer of gold. Fig. 2A and B at
resolution power 1000 µm and 500 nm respectively, shows, that the
composite morphology consist from wrinkled, rough and plat-like
structure surface before adsorption of D on the composite. These
properties gave the composite the big and precise surface area as
well as typical layer characteristics, which would improve the
adsorption ability for D. after D adsorption (fig. 2 C and D) shows the
a desirable incorporation of D over the wrinkled composite due to
formation of conjugated structure [27, 28].

Fig. 1: The surface of GO/ (PVP/AAc) composite before and after doxycycline adsorption using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy.
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Fig. 2: Field-emission scanning electron microscopy image: (A) and (B) before the formation of GO/PVP/AAc composite; (C) and (D) after
formation of the composite at low and high magnification respectively
Weights effect of GO and (PVP/AAc)
Different weights (0.01-0.12 g) of GO were used for determination
the best weight for evaluation the equilibrium uptake capacity (Q e)
of D. The fig. 3A show a rise in the quantity of the adsorbent when
the amount of GO rise and reaching equilibrium at 0.01 g, so using
this concentration for the subsequent studies. In the same manner
many weights of (PVP-AAc) (0.01-0.15 g) were used for choosing the
best weight for further studies, and from fig. 3B show the best
weight equal to 0.05 [15, 21].

Contact time effect

Fig. 4A shows that the adsorbent amount of D on the surface part of
the composite increases with the increase in the contact time due to
longer mixing time that leads to a higher displacement of the D from

the aqueous solution. After using different times (40-320) min, the
contact time found to be equal to 180 min; therefore this time was
used for subsequent investigations such as temperature, pH and
ionic strength effects [29].
Doxycycline Adsorption

The adsorption process illustrated by drawing concentration of D
against the adsorbed amount at 15 °C, pH 7 and for 180 min. The
obtained results point out there is an excellent quantity of D adsorbed on
the surface as shown in the fig. 4B. The worthy amount of the drug
adsorbed on the surface may be due to the adsorbent surface carry many
negative hydroxyl and carboxylic groups. On the other hand, two amine
groups present in the antibiotics impart its positive charge; these
differences in the charge between the adsorbent surface of composite
and functional groups of the D enhance the process of adsorption [18].

Fig. 3: Effect of different weight of GO (A) and different weight of (PVP-AAc) (B)

Fig. 4: Effect of time contact (A) on adsorption of doxycycline at 15 °C, pH =7 and 500 mg of D in 10 ml water (100 ppm). Adsorption
isotherm of doxycycline (B) at 15 °C, 180 min and pH 7
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Adsorption equilibrium studies
Data interpretation of the adsorption process at 15 °C done by using
Timken, Langmuir and Freundlich equations as presented in the fig.
5. Langmuir Adsorption Isotherm quantitatively refer to the
construction of one-layer adsorbate on the adsorbent surface and
later, no additional adsorption happen [30]. The Langmuir isotherm
is true for one-layer adsorption onto a surface comprising a
predictable number of analogous places. This isotherm type
supposes identical energies of adsorption on the surface and the
non-transfer of adsorption at the surface level. From above
assumptions, Langmuir isotherm denoted to the equation below:
Q e=

QeKLCe

1+KLCe

………… 1

By converting the Langmuir equation (1) into linear form in order to
determine adsorption parameters.
1

�e

Where:

=

1

qm

+

1

qmKLCe

…………. 2

C e = adsorbate equilibrium concentration (mg/l-1)
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Q e = the quantity of material adsorbed at equilibrium per each gram
of the adsorbent (mg/g).
q m = maximum one-layer coverage capacity (mg/g)

KL = Langmuir isotherm (L/mg) constant

The important structures of the Langmuir adsorption isotherm
could be presented in expressions of equilibrium parameter RL,
which is a separation factor that is a dimensionless constant [30].
RL =

1

1+(1+C0 KL)

……………… 3

Langmuir Constant (RL) linked to the adsorption energy. C0 refer to
initial concentration.

RL value specifies the nature of adsorption to be either linear when
RL= 1, unfavorable when RL>1, favorable when between 0 to 1 and
irreversible if RL= 0. From the data calculated in table 1, the RL is
more than 0 but less than 1 demonstrating a favorable Langmuir
isotherm. From this study, (qm) defined to be 6.775068 mg/g, KL is
0.022 L/mg, RL (the separation factor) is 0.008 indicating a favorable
sorption of equilibrium and the R2 value is 0.98 verifying that the
sorption information built-in well to Langmuir Isotherm model.

Fig. 5: Langmuir (A), Freundlich (B), and Temkin (C) isotherms of doxycycline adsorption on the GO/(PVP/AAc) composite hydrogel

Table 1: The doxycycline adsorption correlation coefficients and isotherm constant of Langmuir, Friendlies and Timken on the surface
GO/ (PVP/AAC) composite.
Langmuir equation
KL
qm
0.201
6.77

R2
0.98

Freundlich equation
KF
N
2.33
3.98

Temperature effect and calculations of thermodynamic parameters
Adsorption process affected by changes in the temperature, as shown
in table 2 and 3 and fig.6. Increasing in the temperature from 10 to 15
°C lower the adsorption amount of D from 57.71 to 56.9 mg/l. Also
there is decrease in the adsorption amount of antibiotics reaching to
56.4 mg/l when temperature increase to 20 °C, and the quantity go
down to 55.9 mg/l at 25 °C. From these results, we find there is an
exothermic adsorption process. The increment in temperature cause
reduction in the viscosity of the solution and more dissolving of
antibiotics leading to less adsorption [31]. As well as more kinetics

R2
0.85

Timken equation
KT
B
77.66
0.71

R2
0.72

energy of antibiotics molecules when the temperature increase,
giving more chance for physical bonds between D and the surface to
be break [29, 32]. The amount of absorption process (ΔH) utilize to
differentiate between chemical and physical absorption. Negative
and small ΔH value (table 4) strengthen the mention results and give
excellent mark for weak interactions between D and the compositephysical interactions-and indicating the reaction is exothermic [33].
Results also give marks of spontaneous and easy adsorption takes
place together with an increased degree of orderliness at the
adsorption of D onto the composite as a result of negative values for
both (ΔG) and (ΔS) respectively [34].
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Fig. 6: (A) Absorbed quantity of doxycycline on the surface of GO/ (PVP-AAc) composite at different temperatures. (B) ln Xm of the
doxycycline adsorption on the surface of composite.

Table 2: The effect of temperature changes on the doxycycline quantity that adsorbed on surface of GO/ (PVP-AAc) composite.
10 °C
Ce (mg/l)
0
0
0.44
1.34
1.72
3.36
4.23
5.73
7.12
9.56
11.42

Qe (mg/g)
0
1
1.91
3.73
5.65
7.32
11.15
14.85
18.57
38.08
57.71

15 °C
Ce (mg/l)
0
0
1.42
1.59
2.71
4.10
5.71
6.47
6.87
9.81
15.12

Qe (mg/g)
0
1
1.71
3.68
5.45
7.17
10.85
14.70
18.62
38.03
56.97

20 °C
Ce (mg/l)
0
0
1.53
1.86
3.94
4.77
6.45
6.71
8.35
11.28
17.58

Qe (mg/g)
0
1
1.69
3.62
5.21
7.04
10.70
14.65
18.32
37.74
56.48

25 °C
Ce (mg/l)
0
0.47
1.92
3.10
4.83
6.50
6.81
8.93
10.82
16.21
20.04

Qe (mg/g)
0
0.90
1.61
3.37
5.03
6.69
10.63
14.21
17.83
36.75
55.99

Table 3: Temperature effect on maximum doxycycline adsorption on the surface of GO/ (PVP-AAc) composite.
Temp (C)
10
15
20
25

Temp.(K)
283
288
293
298

1/T(K)
0.0035
0.0034
0.0034
0.0033

1000/T(K)
3.533
3.472
3.412
3.355

Ce
11.42
11.42
11.42
11.42

Xm
57
43.9
37.1
19

ln(Xm)
4.043
3.781
3.613
2.944

Table 4: The doxycycline adsorption process of on a surface of GO/ (PVP-AAc) composite illustrating thermodynamic parameters.

Slope
5818.3

ΔH (kJ. mol-1)
-48373.3

ΔG (kJ. mol-1)
-10167.8

ΔS (J. mol-1. K-1)
-130.39

Equilibrium constant(K)
16.24

Fig. 7: Doxycycline adsorption on the surface of composite: pseudo (-first and second) orders model.
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Adsorption kinetics
Doxycycline adsorption kinetics were assessed using pseudo-firstorder and pseudo-second-order kinetics. Based on the results of the
correlation coefficients (R2) in fig. 7, it found that pseudo-secondorder is better correlated with D [35].
Effect of pH

Doxycycline adsorption on surface GO/PVP-AAc composite is
comparatively rise from 13.8 to 15.9 mg/g when increase pH from 2
to 4 and there is negligible increment when increase pH above 7
representing that the affinity of D for GO is higher at acidic media
(fig. 8A). According to these results, it is clear that on the surface of
GO, when the pH is acidic, more hydroxyl and carboxylic acid groups
are ionised to form radicals of negative charge, at the same
circumstances, more positive charge formed in D. Consequently, the
graphene oxide surface charge becomes more negative and more
available active sites that will lead to more D adsorbed on the GO
surface [36]. After the pH 7, increasing in pH has negligible effect on
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the adsorbent capacity of D on the GO surface due to electrostatic
repulsion that resulted from deprotonation of charged enol and
amino groups on the D and carboxyl group on GO facilitated in basic
pH media [34].
Effect of ionic strength

Addition of NaCl and KCl have encouraging effect on the quantity
of D that adsorbate on the surface of GO (fig. 8B and table 5).
This is as result of declining in the solubility of the D in the
solution because of the competition between the solvent
molecules and salt ions that lead to a lowering effect on
solubility of D [34]. Additionally, salt ions form double layer that
could increase the adsorption of D particles on the GO surface
[36]. Furthermore, this work show the addition of two charged
cation (CaCO3) possess an opposite effect-increase in CaCO3
concentration leads to an imperative decrease in adsorption of
D-, as a result of a competition between D and Ca +2 ions for
negatively charged groups on GO surface, as well as an
increment in the solubility of D [37].

Fig. 8: pH effect (A) and ionic strength effects (B) of NaCl, KCl and CaCO3 on the adsorption capacity of D on GO/(PVP-AAC) surface composite
Table 5: The ionic strength effect of NaCL, KCl and CaCO3 on adsorption of doxycycline on the surface of composite.
Co (mg/g)
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

CONCLUSION

Salt concentration (mol/l)
0
0.001
0.003
0.005
0.008
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.08
0.10

Qe NaCl (mg/g)
18.575
18.711
18.932
19.258
19.522
19.621
19.740
19.827
19.970
20.005

Graphene oxide/PVP/AAc composite is a novel, good and efficient
adsorbent for removal of the Doxycycline polluted the water
because of its low cost, hydrophilic properties, large surface area
and special structure that give impressive dispersible activity in
aquatic solutions. The elevated value of R2 (0.98) indicated that
Langmuir isotherm model better fitted to the outcomes of D removal
using GO/PVP-AAc at 15 °C. Contact time studies of D equal to 180
min. The adsorption kinetics correlated to the pseudo-second-order
model. Thermodynamic parameters results pointed out that the
nature of the adsorption process is physical, exothermic, ordered
and spontaneous. The adsorption capacity of D rises in the acidic
medium and when adding NaCl salt to the solution.

Qe KCl (mg/g)
18.575
18.613
18.734
19.130
19.275
19.375
19.627
19.728
19.822
19.857
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